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Module: Introduction
Page: F0. Introduction
F0.1
Please give a general description and introduction to your organization
V.F. Corporation, organized in 1899, is a worldwide leader in branded lifestyle apparel and related products. Our brands include The North
Face®, Wrangler®, Vans®, Lee®, Reef®, Kipling®, Napapijri®, Eagle Creek®, JanSport®, Nautica®, Majestic,® Lucy®, Smartwool®,
Timberland®, and many others.
VF is a highly diversified apparel company — across brands, product categories, channels of distribution and geographies. A growing portion
of our revenue is derived from sales to consumers through VFoperated stores and internet sites. VF derives over 38% of its revenues from
outside the United States, primarily in Europe, Asia, Canada and Latin America. We balance efficient and flexible internallyowned
manufacturing with sourcing finished goods from independent contractors.
VF’s businesses are organized primarily into consumer lifestyle categories, and by brands within those categories, for both management and
internal financial reporting purposes. These groupings of businesses are called “coalitions” and consist of the following: Outdoor & Action
Sports, Jeanswear, Imagewear, Sportswear and Contemporary Brands. These coalitions are our reportable segments for financial reporting
purposes. Coalition management has responsibility to build their brands, with certain financial, administrative and systems support and
disciplines provided by central functions within VF.
F0.2
Please select the stages of the value chain which best represent your organization’s area of operation pertaining to forest risk commodities. If your
organization is diversified or vertically integrated, please select all that apply
Manufacturing
Retailing
F0.3
Are there any parts of your direct operations that are excluded from this disclosure?
No
F0.4
Are there any parts of your supply chain that are excluded from this disclosure?
Yes
F0.4a
Please identify the parts of your supply chain that are excluded from your disclosure

Exclusion

Description of exclusion

Other:
Licensees

Palm oil and soy are considered de minimis and have not
yet been evaluated. Licensees are also excluded from
this disclosure as we are still in the process of developing
the methodology to evaluate their risk.

Potential for
deforestation
risk
Potential for
deforestation
risk but not
evaluated

Please explain
Although palm oil and soy can be associated with
deforestation, because these commodities are
such a small fraction of the business to date, we
have yet to evaluate their risk to our business.

F0.5
Do you produce or use materials that contain any of the forest risk commodities? Please complete the table
Forest risk commodity
Timber
Palm Oil
Cattle Products
Soy
Other

Produce/use forest risk commodity
Yes
Don't know
Yes
Don't know

Explanation if not disclosing but produce/use the commodity
See above
See above

F0.6
Please confirm which commodities you will be disclosing on
Timber
Cattle Products

https://www.cdp.net/sites/2017/72/22872/Forests%202017/Pages/DisclosureView.aspx
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F0.7
Please state the start and end date of the year for which you are reporting data
Reporting year
Thu 01 Jan 2015  Thu 31 Dec 2015
Further Information

Module: Current State
Page: F1. Context
F1.1
How does your organization use your selected commodities? Please provide details on the form and source of the commodities you use or
produce
Forest risk
commodity

Activity

Form of
commodity

Timber

Cattle
Products

Timber

% of
procurement
spend

Source

Country of
origin

Input into
product
manufacturing

Paper
Boards,
plywood,
engineered
wood
Primary
packaging
Secondary
packaging
Cellulose
based
textile fiber

Contracted
suppliers
(manufacturers)

Other: Our
wood
originates
from many
different
countries
and can vary
year to year

Not
applicable

Some of our blended textiles are derived
from cellulose (viscose, modal, cupro,
lyocell). In terms of quantity, the volume of
paper cardboard and hardwood is
significantly larger than the use of
cellulose based fabrics. Our percent of
procurement spend is considered
confidential.

Input into
manufacturing
process (e.g.
power
generation)

Hides/
leather

Contracted
suppliers
(manufacturers)

Brazil
United
States of
America

Not
applicable

Some of our products such as apparel,
footwear and backpacks use leather from
cattle. Our percent of procurement spend
is considered confidential.

Contracted
suppliers
(manufacturers)

Other: Our
wood
originates
from many
different
countries
and can vary
year to year

Not
applicable

These materials are commonly used within
stores especially for store fixtures, flooring,
windows or as visual merchandising. The
volume of paper cardboard and hardwood
are significantly larger than the use of
cellulose based fabrics. Our percent of
procurement spend is considered
confidential.

Contracted
suppliers
(manufacturers)

Other: Our
wood
originates
from many
different
countries
and can vary
year to year

Not
applicable

Paper, cardboard and hardwood are
mainly used for packaging purpose,
primary packaging (customer facing, i.e.
hangers, hangtags, shoe boxes) as well as
secondary packaging (transport
packaging). Our percent of procurement
spend is considered confidential.

Contracted
suppliers
(manufacturers)

Other: Our
wood
originates
from many
different
countries
and can vary
year to year

Not
applicable

Some of our blended textiles are derived
from cellulose (viscose, modal, cupro,
lyocell). Our percent of procurement spend
is considered confidential.

Construction

Timber

Distribution
packaging

Timber

Retail/ onward
sale of
commodity or
product
containing
commodity

Paper
Boards,
plywood,
engineered
wood
Primary
packaging
Secondary
packaging
Cellulose
based
textile fiber
Paper
Boards,
plywood,
engineered
wood
Primary
packaging
Secondary
packaging
Cellulose
based
textile fiber
Paper
Boards,
plywood,
engineered
wood
Primary
packaging
Secondary
packaging
Cellulose
based
textile fiber

https://www.cdp.net/sites/2017/72/22872/Forests%202017/Pages/DisclosureView.aspx
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Forest risk
commodity

Cattle
Products

Form of
commodity

Activity
Retail/ onward
sale of
commodity or
product
containing
commodity

Source

Contracted
suppliers
(manufacturers)

Hides/
leather

Country of
origin

% of
procurement
spend

Brazil
United
States of
America

Comment

Some of our products such as apparel,
footwear and backpacks use leather from
cattle. Our percent of procurement spend
is considered confidential.

F1.2
Please indicate the percentage of your organization’s revenue that was dependent on each of your selected forest risk commodities in the
reporting year
Forest risk commodity
Timber
Cattle Products

% of revenue dependent on commodity in the reporting year

Comment
This information is considered confidential.
This information is considered confidential.

F1.3
Has your organization experienced impacts related to forest risk commodities that have generated a substantive change in your business
operations, revenue or expenditure in the reporting year?
No
Further Information

Module: Risk Assessment
Page: F2. Risk assessment
F2.1
Please select the option that best describes your procedures with regard to assessing deforestation risks and opportunities

Forest risk
commodity

Deforestation
risk
assessment
procedure

Operational
coverage

Timber

Integrated into
a
comprehensive,
companywide
risk
assessment
process

Direct
operations
Supply
chain

Cattle
Products

Integrated into
a
comprehensive,
companywide
risk
assessment
process

Direct
operations
Supply
chain

Please explain
VF has a risk assessment procedure for issue management. Timber was determined as an
atrisk area after stakeholder engagement conversations, evaluation of the EU Timber
Regulations (EUTR) and the US Lacey Act, as well as a deeper dive study with Textile
Exchange into cellulosic materials used in our products. This led to an indepth mapping of
our timberbased products and the development of our Forest Derived Materials policy that
was published in February 2017. The policy addresses four main areas by using raw
materials that minimize deforestation risks: 1) Supporting programs to conserve ancient and
endangered forests, 2) Prioritizing the use of a certified sustainable sources, 3)
Encouraging Responsible Forest Management Practices for suppliers, and 4) Reducing
virgin material use and prioritizing recycled content materials
Our Animal Derived Materials includes leather, which was determined as an atrisk area
after stakeholder engagement conversations. The Animal Derived Materials (ADM) policy
addresses leather directly, requiring that leather does not come from farms in the Amazon
Biome that have contributed to new Amazon deforestation. If leathers are sourced from the
Amazon Biome, there must be proof that the land where animals were raised did not
contribute to new deforestation. Suppliers must provide proof of country of origin and state
or province where the animal was born and bred for all ADM’s sold to VF. This policy is
applicable for all VF brands, coalitions, and supply chain partners involved in procurement,
sourcing and manufacturing of all products produced for any VF brand.

F2.1a
Please provide further details on your risk assessment procedures with regard to deforestation risks and opportunities

Forest risk
commodity

Timber

Frequency
of
monitoring

Annually

To whom
are
results
reported?

Other
committee

Scale of
risk
assessment

Whole
company

How far into
the future
are risks
considered?

13 years

https://www.cdp.net/sites/2017/72/22872/Forests%202017/Pages/DisclosureView.aspx
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Risks associated with timber continue to be monitored on a
regular basis, keeping abreast of global issues and high risk areas
as issues arise. The Forest Derived Materials policy requires
supplier to annually disclose the wood based materials sold to VF
and their compliance with the policy. Responses deemed worthy
of further investigation will require further documentation
submissions and desk audits.
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Forest risk
commodity

Cattle
Products

Frequency
of
monitoring

Annually

To whom
are
results
reported?

Other
committee

Scale of
risk
assessment

Whole
company

How far into
the future
are risks
considered?

13 years

Please explain
Risks associated with leather continue to be monitored on a
regular basis, keeping abreast of global issues and high risk areas
as our supply chain may shift to procure from different countries.
The Animal Derived Materials policy requires supplier to annually
disclose the leather sold to VF and compliance with the policy.
Responses deemed worthy of further investigation will require
further documentation submissions and potentially site audits.
Additionally, the policy asks leather suppliers to begin to adopt
third party certifications where feasible and applicable, including
the Leather Working Group certification which will be required for
all suppliers by 2018. VF will randomly select suppliers for auditing
to ensure policy adherence. Noncompliance will be subject to
Corrective Action Plans in a similar fashion to other forms of
supplier noncompliance.

F2.1b
Please identify which of the following criteria are factored into your organization’s deforestation risk assessments
Criteria

Timeframe

Relevance

Changes in
availability
and quality
of forest risk
commodities

Current
Future

Relevant,
included

Impact of
activity on
the status of
ecosystems
and habitats

Current
Future

Relevant,
included

Regulation

Current
Future

Relevant,
included

Tariffs or
price
increases

Current
Future

Relevant,
included

Loss of
markets

Current
Future

Not
relevant

Stakeholder
conflicts
concerning
forest risk
commodities

Current
Future

Relevant,
included

Brand
damage
related to
forest risk
commodities

Current
Future

Relevant,
included

Please explain
Changes in availability and quality is considered as a part of our risk assessment. Our Forest
Derived Materials policy commits us to procuring only certified and or recycled materials for our
indirect materials by 2020 and joining the CanopyStyle initiative for manmade cellulosic
materials. Our policy specifically calls attention to availability issues as it comes to the roll out
dates across regions understanding the challenges some markets have with access to certified
materials. Allowing for recycled content gives different markets flexibility to continue sourcing
materials as needed. FDM also ensures that we have continuous communication with our
suppliers in addition to conducting an annual traceability assessment. This assessment
considers regional and material issues to justify our timetable. We continue to engage with
suppliers to understand the issues that might emerge when trying to procure sustainable timber
products.
The impact of our activities on ecosystems is considered in our risk assessment. Ecosystem
protection is a critical component to our policies. Specific call outs are made to protecting the
Amazon Biome within our ADM policy as well as an overarching effort to preserve high
conservation value forests (HCVF) in our FDM. Both policies ensure continuous communication
with our suppliers in addition to conducting an annual traceability assessment. This assessment
considers regional and material issues to justify our timetable. We continue to engage with
suppliers to understand the issues that might come up when trying to procure sustainable timber
products. Additionally, if a new high risk ecosystem and/or habitat emerges, we work with our
suppliers accordingly to make sure we do not procure from those areas. If material comes from
PEFC, we require suppliers to provide the countries of origin. We will audit more heavily in any
ecosystems and habitats that have a change in status.
Regulation is considered in our risk assessment. The FDM ensures visibility of VF’s timber based
products to safeguard our compliance to legislation such as the U.S. Lacey Act and the EU
Timber Regulations (EUTR). We work with local governments to ensure our prompt awareness of
issues in regulation, which allows us to plan for regulation internally within our policies. We try to
go above and beyond with these internal policies, speculating regulation directions, sufficiently
preparing VF for any issues that arise.
Our policies were developed to protect VF from potential price increases. The FDM policy
developed roll out dates across regions and material types, understanding the challenges some
markets and product types will have with access to certified and recycled materials. Later
compliance dates are given to allow for our sourcing and procurement teams to find materials
that meet our policy. We are working with the FSC and other NGOs to understand where supply
might be a challenge, and therefore, anticipating price increases. Additionally, due to VF’s scale,
we can mitigate price increases as we consolidate suppliers.
We are using wood pulp in our operations, which is a lowgrade material and does not face
threats itself. Given this, we do not foresee a shortage of timber affecting our operations.
Stakeholder conflicts are considered in VF's risk assessments. There are reputational risks
associated with procuring raw materials. VF is committed to resolving stakeholder conflicts as
they arise in a timely manner, supporting livelihoods and helping local communities thrive. Our
policies hope to reduce the likelihood of stakeholder conflicts by sourcing more sustainably as
well as updating our policies as new potential issues arise. Our policies address issues that we
see as a concern to the environmental community, mandate an immediate response and
investigation, and develop a solution quickly.
Brand damage related to forest risk commodities is considered in VF’s risk assessments. Our
policies were developed to shield our brands from the potential brand damage that can arise
from neglecting to source forest risk commodities from sustainable sources. Policies were
developed in conjunction with our brands, as they understood the potential brand damage
caused by forest risk. Specific to our largest brands, The North Face and Timberland, we have
conducted surveys to better understand how our customers perceive our brands and their
purchasing decision considerations, which have identified actions that we are now taking to
protect our brands and exceed customer expectations.
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Criteria

Timeframe

Relevance

Corruption

Current
Future

Relevant,
included

Other

Not
applicable

Please explain
In the past, we have encountered issues around foreign countries lacking regulations regarding
legal timber procurement. These findings resulted in our immediate attention to illegal timber
used in our foreign factories. We immediately provide direction toward legal alternatives and
closely monitor all timber used in factory operations.

F2.1c
Please provide any additional information about your approach to assessing deforestation risks here
Further Information

Module: Implications
Page: F3. Risks
F3.1
Have you identified any inherent risks related to producing, marketing or sourcing forest risk commodities that have the potential to generate a
substantive change in your business operations, revenue or expenditure? Please select all that apply
Forest risk commodity
Timber
Cattle Products

Risk
Risks driven by changes in regulation
Reputational risks
Risks driven by changes in regulation
Reputational risks

F3.1b
For your selected forest risk commodities, please describe any inherent risks in your direct operations or supply chain driven by changes in
regulation that have the potential to generate a substantive change in business operations, revenue or expenditure

Forest risk
commodity

Risk driver

Geographical
scale

Description
of risk

Potential
impact

https://www.cdp.net/sites/2017/72/22872/Forests%202017/Pages/DisclosureView.aspx

Timeframe

Direct
operations/
supply
chain

Likelihood

Magnitude
of impact

Management
methods
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Timber

Timber

Uncertainty
surrounding
new
regulation

Lack of
regulation

Global

Uncertainty
surrounding
new
regulation
could
possibly
reduce our
readiness to
meet new
regulations,
slowing our
speed to
market.

Inability
to do
business

36 years

Direct
operations
and supply
chain

Very
unlikely

Low

Global

Lack of
regulatory
oversight by
government
could
possibly
increase the
supply of
raw
materials
derived from
illegal
logging, and
create
situations
where
traceability
cannot be
confirmed.

Inability
to do
business

36 years

Direct
operations
and supply
chain

Very
unlikely

Low

https://www.cdp.net/sites/2017/72/22872/Forests%202017/Pages/DisclosureView.aspx

VF’s FDM policy
requires that our
suppliers meet all
regulatory
requirements such
as the US Lacey
Act, The US Lacey
Act prohibits the
trade of illegally
sourced forest
products, from
cutting through to
transport, sale,
processing, etc. of
these materials and
can result in
financial penalties
for not taking
measures to
prevent illegal
products from
entering our supply
chains. VF shall
purchase only
certified and/or
recycled forestry
products by 2020,
purchase from
sources deemed
noncontroversial,
and make sure
suppliers use
chlorinefree
bleaching
processes. Our
FDM policy sets a
stringent baseline
across all brands,
covering likely
changes in local
government policy.
VF’s FDM policy
requires that our
suppliers meet all
regulatory
requirements such
as the US Lacey
Act, The US Lacey
Act prohibits the
trade of illegally
sourced forest
products, from
cutting through to
transport, sale,
processing, etc. of
these materials and
can result in
financial penalties
for not taking
measures to
prevent illegal
products from
entering our supply
chains. VF shall
purchase only
certified and/or
recycled forestry
products by 2020,
purchase from
sources deemed
noncontroversial,
and make sure
suppliers use.
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Cattle
Products

Cattle
Products

Uncertainty
surrounding
new
regulation

Lack of
regulation

Global

Lack of
regulatory
oversight
could
possibly
increase the
supply of
raw
materials
derived from
illegal
logging, and
create
situations
where
traceability
cannot be
confirmed.

Inability
to do
business

36 years

Direct
operations
and supply
chain

Very
unlikely

Low

Global

Lack of
regulatory
oversight
could
possibly
increase the
supply of
raw
materials
derived from
illegal
logging, and
create
situations
where
traceability
cannot be
confirmed.

Inability
to do
business

36 years

Direct
operations
and supply
chain

Very
unlikely

Low

VF’s ADM policy
requires that our
suppliers meet all
regulatory
requirements such
as sourcing leather
from a responsibly
managed land (i.e.
no leather sourced
from the Amazon
Biome contributing
to new
deforestation). We
require proof from
suppliers that the
land where animals
were raised did not
contribute to new
deforestation.There
could be financial
penalties for not
taking measures to
prevent illegal
products from
entering our supply
chains.
VF’s ADM policy
requires that our
suppliers meet all
regulatory
requirements such
as sourcing leather
from a responsibly
managed land (i.e.
no leather sourced
from the Amazon
Biome contributing
to new
deforestation). We
require proof from
suppliers that the
land where animals
were raised did not
contribute to new
deforestation.There
could be financial
penalties for not
taking measures to
prevent illegal
products from
entering our supply
chains.

F3.1c
For your selected forest risk commodities, please describe any inherent reputational risks in your direct operations or supply chain that have the
potential to generate a substantive change in business operations, revenue or expenditure

Forest risk
commodity

Risk
driver

Geographical
scale

Description
of risk

Potential
impact

https://www.cdp.net/sites/2017/72/22872/Forests%202017/Pages/DisclosureView.aspx

Timeframe

Direct
operations/
supply
chain

Likelihood

Magnitude
of impact

Management
methods
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Timber

Negative
media
coverage

Global

Campaign
activity by
NGOs and
advocacy
groups or
news
stories.

Inability
to do
business

https://www.cdp.net/sites/2017/72/22872/Forests%202017/Pages/DisclosureView.aspx

36 years

Direct
operations
and supply
chain

Very
unlikely

Low

VF is taking
many steps to
strengthen our
reputation as a
responsible
company. We
monitor news
outlets weekly
and
immediately
address
concerns
where
necessary. For
example, we
have
encountered
issues around
foreign
countries
lacking
regulations
regarding legal
timber
procurement.
These findings
resulted in our
immediate
attention to
illegal timber
used in our
foreign
factories. We
immediately
provided
direction
toward legal
alternatives
and looked to
partners that
could assist us
on the ground.
The FDM
policy is in
place to
monitor
deforestation
by ensuring
quality certified
or recycled
content
sources and
requiring proof
of source from
regions of high
risk.
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Cattle
Products

Negative
media
coverage

Global

Campaign
activity by
NGOs and
advocacy
groups or
news
stories.

Inability
to do
business

36 years

Direct
operations
and supply
chain

Very
unlikely

Low

VF is taking
many steps to
strengthen our
reputation as a
responsible
company. We
monitor news
outlets weekly
and
immediately
address
concerns
where
necessary. For
example, when
issues have
been
encountered,
these findings
resulted in our
immediate
attention
where we
immediately
developed
continuous
improvement
plans in
conjunction
with our
suppliers. The
ADM policy is
in place to
reduce the risk
of sourcing
leather from
the Amazon
Biome and
contributing to
deforestation.
The policy
implementation
will do this by
requiring proof
of source from
regions of high
risk with on the
ground and
desk audits
and
verification.

F3.2
If you indicated in question F3.1 that you do not consider your organization to be exposed to operational risks related to producing, marketing or
sourcing any of your selected commodities, please explain why in the table below

Forest risk
commodity

Timber

Cattle
Products

Primary
reason for
not
identifying
risks
Risks exist,
but no
substantive
impact
anticipated
Risks exist,
but no
substantive
impact
anticipated

Please explain

Timber products do not account for a considerable amount of revenue, as their primary use is in packaging and
for construction. The sourcing of wood and paper are not considered to pose an operational risk to VF.
Substantive change would be any major impact from regulatory or reputational risk to direct operations and/ or
the supply chain that affects cost of goods (COGS) sold or annual sales by a delay in inventory.

Substantive change would be any major impact from regulatory or reputational risk to direct operations and/ or
the supply chain that affects cost of goods (COGS) sold or annual sales by a delay in inventory.

F3.3
If you indicated in question F3.1 that you do not consider your organization to be exposed to risks related to producing, marketing or sourcing any
of your selected commodities driven by changes in regulation, please explain why in the table below

https://www.cdp.net/sites/2017/72/22872/Forests%202017/Pages/DisclosureView.aspx
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Forest risk
commodity

Timber

Cattle
Products

Primary
reason for
not
identifying
risks
Risks exist,
but no
substantive
impact
anticipated
Risks exist,
but no
substantive
impact
anticipated

Please explain

Timber products do not account for a considerable amount of revenue, as their primary use is in packaging and
for construction. The sourcing of wood and paper are not considered to pose an operational risk to VF. We are
using wood pulp in our operations, which is a lowgrade material and does not face threats itself with a change
in regulation. Given this, we do not foresee timber regulations affecting our operations.

Where we do find risk, our policy reduces risk even further. Sourcing leather from the Amazon Biome is
considered a risk and addressed within our policies.

F3.4
If you indicated in question F3.1 that you do not consider your organization to be exposed to reputational risks related to producing, marketing or
sourcing any of your selected commodities, please explain why in the table below
Forest risk commodity

Primary reason for not identifying risks

Please explain

Further Information

Page: F4. Opportunities
F4.1
Have you identified any opportunities related to producing, marketing or sourcing these commodities sustainably that have the potential to benefit
your organization?
Forest risk commodity
Timber
Cattle Products

Opportunities?
Yes
Yes

F4.1a
Please describe the opportunities related to producing, marketing or sourcing these commodities sustainably, and your organization’s strategy to
capitalize on them
Forest risk
commodity

Timber

Timber

Opportunity

Increased
brand value

Staff
retention/
satisfaction

Scale of
opportunity
We have the
opportunity to
develop our image as
the leading global
sustainable apparel
company, while
expanding out
sustainability report
to include more
transparency about
our forest policies
(i.e. FDM)

Staff retention is
applicable on a
global scale
regarding all brands
and employees.

Strategy to realize opportunity

Timeframe

Comment

VF published its policy in February 2017 which we believe
is the basis for realizing the listed opportunities. The policy
sets targets for different materials and regions to reach
compliance which requires either certified or/and recycled
raw materials. We believe this work will increase brand
value. Increasingly more brands are being evaluated by
investors, consumers and their employees by social and
environmental efforts. We believe these policies are just
one piece in being a leader in sustainability that our
stakeholders are interested to seeing us become.

13 years

N/A

We believe this work assists with staff retention and
satisfaction. Before the policy was publicized, policy
socialization was given across our brands and supply
chain. Numerous employees were thankful to work for a
company with strong values that takes environmental and
social issues into consideration. We believe continued
socialization and annual progress updates on compliance
will continue to communicate the good work that VF is
doing for the environment.

Last 13
years

https://www.cdp.net/sites/2017/72/22872/Forests%202017/Pages/DisclosureView.aspx
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Forest risk
commodity

Opportunity

Timber

Increased
transparency

Timber

Cattle
Products

Cattle
Products

Cattle
Products

Cattle
Products

Scale of
opportunity
We will increase our
transparency on a
global scale. The roll
out of the FDM policy
has required us to
upgrade
management
systems and
continue to gain
greater
understanding across
our entire value
chain.

Strategy to realize opportunity

Timeframe

We believe this work has increased transparency across
VF. The roll out of the FDM policy has required us to
upgrade management systems and continue to gain
greater understanding across our entire value chain.

Last 13
years

Last 13
years

Driving
demand for
sustainable
materials

We believe VF will
drive demand for
sustainable materials
on a global scale.

We believe this work will drive the demand for more
sustainable materials. Responsible material sourcing has
been a key first step in our sustainable materials journey.
Sourcing our raw materials (i.e. timber, cotton, leather,
etc.) from responsible sources that are known to cause
less impact to the natural and social environment has
been a priority at VF. Increasingly through consumer
insights and trends research, we are finding that if
sustainable choices are offered and communicated with
consumers, they will purchase these items over a
comparable product without sustainable attributes.

Increased
brand value

We have the
opportunity to
develop our image as
the leading global
sustainable apparel
company, while
expanding out
sustainability report
to include more
transparency about
our forest policies
(i.e. ADM)

VF published its policy in February 2017, which we believe
is the basis for realizing the listed opportunities. The policy
ensures that all leather does not come from cattle raised in
the Amazon Biome contributing to new deforestation.
Suppliers must provide documentation to prove
compliance. We believe this work will increase brand
value. Increasingly more brands are being evaluated by
investors, consumers and their employees by their social
and environmental efforts. We believe these policies are
just one piece in being a leader in sustainability that our
stakeholders are interested to seeing us become.

Last 13
years

Staff
retention/
satisfaction

Staff retention is
applicable on a
global scale
regarding all brands
and employees

We believe this work assists with staff retention and
satisfaction. Before the policy was publicized, policy
socialization was given across our brands and supply
chain. Numerous employees were thankful to work for a
company with strong values that takes environmental and
social issues into consideration. We believe continued
socialization and annual progress updates on compliance
will continue to communicate the good work that VF is
doing for the environment.

Last 13
years

Increased
transparency

We will increase our
transparency on a
global scale. The roll
out of the ADM policy
has required us to
upgrade
management
systems and
continue to gain
greater
understanding across
our entire value
chain.

We believe this work has increased transparency across
VF. The roll out of the ADM policy has required us to
upgrade management systems and continue to gain
greater understanding across our entire value chain.

Last 13
years

We believe VF will
drive demand for
sustainable materials
on a global scale.

We believe this work will drive the demand for more
sustainable materials. Responsible material sourcing has
been a key first step in our sustainable materials journey.
Sourcing our raw materials (i.e. timber, cotton, leather,
etc.) from responsible sources that are known to cause
less impact to the natural and social environment has
been a priority at VF. Increasingly through consumer
insights and trends research, we are finding that if
sustainable choices are offered and communicated with
the consumers, consumers will purchase these items over
a comparable product without sustainable attributes.

Last 13
years

Driving
demand for
sustainable
materials

Comment

Further Information

Module: Measure & Monitor
https://www.cdp.net/sites/2017/72/22872/Forests%202017/Pages/DisclosureView.aspx
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Page: F5. Measurement
F5.1
Do you own or manage land used for the production of any of your selected commodities? Please complete the table
Forest risk
commodity

Own and/or
manage land?
Don’t own or
manage land
Don’t own or
manage land

Timber
Cattle Products

Size
(Hectares)
Not
applicable
Not
applicable

Type of
control
Not
applicable
Not
applicable

System in place to monitor
deforestation?

Recent
infractions?

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Please
explain

F5.2
Does your organization collect production and/or consumption data for your selected commodities?
Forest risk commodity
Timber
Cattle Products

Production and/or consumption data available?
Data available, but not disclosing
Data available, but not disclosing

F5.3
Please explain why your organization is not disclosing production and/or consumption data for your selected commodities
Forest risk
commodity

Primary reason for not disclosing
production/consumption data

Timber

Data considered confidential

Cattle Products

Data considered confidential

Please explain
This information is deemed confidential and at this time will remain
internal company information.
This information is deemed confidential and at this time will remain
internal company information.

Further Information

Page: F6. Traceability
F6.3
Please provide details on the level of traceability your organization has for your selected commodities

Forest risk
commodity

Timber

% of total
production/
consumption
traceable

100%

Traceability system
VF is working to develop a scalable approach to
traceability that can be used for mapping material
flows in any product. We are currently running pilot
programs to trace the key materials in selected
products back to their countries of origin. These
efforts will provide us with greater visibility into our
supply chain and various traceability approaches that
will work at all levels. We want to not only
substantiate our claims around responsible sourcing,
but also proactively manage potential risks from
forest and animal derived materials. Our sourcing
team gathers supplier information annually through
our Materials Inventory Survey as well as through
indirect procurement. These surveys require
suppliers to share material certification data and
recycled content. If materials are not FSC certified,
additional documentation, including country of origin,
is required to prove Responsible Forest Management
Practices are taking place in the supply chain.

https://www.cdp.net/sites/2017/72/22872/Forests%202017/Pages/DisclosureView.aspx

Point to
which
traceable

Exclusions

Country

Not
applicable

Exclusion
description,
if
applicable

Comment
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Forest risk
commodity

Cattle
Products

% of total
production/
consumption
traceable

100%

Traceability system
VF is working to develop a scalable approach to
traceability that can be used for mapping material
flows in any product. We are currently running pilot
programs to trace the key materials in selected
products back to their countries of origin. These
efforts will provide us with greater visibility into our
supply chain and various traceability approaches that
will work at all levels. We want to not only
substantiate our claims around responsible sourcing,
but also proactively manage potential risks from
forest and animal derived materials. Our sourcing
team gathers supplier information annually through
our Materials Inventory Survey. This survey requires
country of origin for all animal derived materials
including leather. Leather suppliers from Brazil are
asked more detailed information including proof that
the land where animals were raised did not
contribute to new deforestation. Site visits are made
where necessary.

Point to
which
traceable

Exclusions

Region

Not
applicable

Exclusion
description,
if
applicable

Comment

F6.3a
Please describe your organization’s approach to establishing traceability
VF maintains strong relationships with vendors and material suppliers to ensure adherence to our responsible materials policies. Our
expectations are clearly communicated in each policy, as well as through inperson and online trainings. All suppliers must maintain
documentation on the proof of origin for all materials used in VF products. We rely on this reporting to expand our traceability efforts. Vendors
and materials suppliers must provide all information on their role in the supply chain, and upon further inquiry, information on their upstream
suppliers.
Further Information

Module: Response
Page: F7. Governance and strategy
F7.1
Please indicate where the highest level of direct responsibility for deforestation risk lies within your organization and detail the frequency and
nature of engagement on the issue
Highest level of
responsibility
Senior Manager/Officer

Name/position of individual or name of
committee
Letitia Webster, VP of Global Sustainability

Frequency of
briefing
Annually

Nature of engagement
Our VP is made aware of any new risks as
they arise.

F7.2
Have you evaluated how the availability or quality of forest risk commodities could affect your organization’s growth strategy?
Yes, evaluated over the next 1 year
F7.2a
Please explain how you evaluated the effects of the availability or quality of forest risk commodities on the success (viability, constraints) of your
organization’s growth strategy
We spent a year researching the issue areas and communicating with NGO communities and suppliers to understand the risks and
opportunities surrounding timber and cattle as raw materials and how they could potentially affect our supply chain. This research further
suggested that continuing to grow responsibly we need to source responsibly, which entails coming from recycled and responsible sources.
Further Information

Page: F8. Policies
F8.1
Does your organization have a policy that recognizes the role of reducing deforestation for climate change mitigation and sets out clear goals and
guidelines for action?
Policy

https://www.cdp.net/sites/2017/72/22872/Forests%202017/Pages/DisclosureView.aspx

Please explain
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Yes, a
publicly
available
company
wide policy
with
performance
standards
for direct
operations
including
supplier,
procurement
and
contracting
best
practices

VF has two publicly available policies that address deforestation for climate change mitigation. Our Animal Derived Materials
policy ensures leather does not come from farms in the Amazon Biome, that have contributed to new Amazon deforestation.
This effort is to protect the largest intact tropical rainforest in the world and is to be met by end of year. The Forest Derived
Materials policy addresses loss of ancient and endangered forests and loss of biodiversity and habitat associated with
deforestation and its effects on climate change. These issues are addressed by four main strategies: supporting programs to
conserve ancient and endangered forests, prioritizing the use of certified sustainable sources, encouraging responsible
forest management Practices for suppliers, and reducing virgin material use and prioritizing recycled content materials. The
specific timebound goals address these strategies directly. 1. End of 2017, office paper & commercial print, and corrugate in
the US & EMEA are in compliance with the FDM. 2. End of 2018, all shopping bags, hangtags, shoeboxes, tissue paper &
hangers worldwide are in compliance with the FDM 3. End of 2019, all office paper, commercial print and corrugate across
AP & CASA are in compliance with the FDM 4. End of 2020, all store fixtures & solid wood furniture worldwide are in
compliance with the FDM.

F8.2
Has your organization made a commitment to reduce or remove deforestation and forest degradation from your direct operations and/or supply
chain?
Yes
F8.2a
Please identify which of the following criteria are specifically stated in your organization’s commitment to reduce or remove deforestation and
forest degradation from your direct operations and/or supply chain

Criteria

High
Conservation
Value (HCV)
management
High Carbon
Stock (HCS)
management
Free, Prior
and Informed
Consent
(FPIC)
Legality
Certification
Avoidance of
IUCN Red
List of
Threatened
Species

Commodity
coverage

Timber
Cattle
Products

Operational
coverage

Direct
operations
and supply
chain

% of total
production/
consumption
covered by
commitment

100%

Commitment
timeframe

2020

Please explain

VF has a risk assessment procedure for issue management.
Timber was determined as an atrisk area after stakeholder
engagement conversations, evaluation of the EU Timber
Regulations (EUTR) and the US Lacey Act, as well as a
deeper dive study with Textile Exchange into cellulosic
materials used in our products. This led to an indepth
mapping of our timberbased products and the development
of our Forest Derived Materials Policy that was published in
February 2017. The policy addresses four main areas by
using raw materials that minimize deforestation risks: 1)
Supporting programs to conserve Ancient and Endangered
Forests, 2) Prioritizing the use of a certified sustainable
source, 3) Encouraging Responsible Forest Management
Practices for suppliers, and 4) Reducing virgin material use
and prioritizing recycled content materials Additionally,
including leather in the Animal Derived Materials Policy was
determined as an atrisk area after stakeholder engagement
conversations. The Animal Derived Materials Policy
addresses leather directly, requiring that leather is not
sourced from farms in the Amazon Biome that have
contributed to new Amazon deforestation. If leathers are
sourced from the Amazon Biome, there must be proof that
the land where animals were raised did not contribute to new
deforestation. Suppliers must provide proof of country of
origin and state or province where the animal was born and
bred for all ADM’s sold to VF. Both policies are applicable for
all VF brands, coalitions, and supply chain partners involved
in procurement, sourcing and manufacturing of all products
produced for any VF Brand.

F8.4
Do you have commodity specific sustainability policies?

Forest risk
commodity

Commodity
specific
sustainability
policies?

Criteria

Cutoff
date, if
applicable

https://www.cdp.net/sites/2017/72/22872/Forests%202017/Pages/DisclosureView.aspx
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Timber

Yes

Cattle
Products

Yes

High
Conservation
Value (HCV)
management
Avoidance of
land area
under
conservation
Free, Prior
and Informed
Consent
(FPIC)
Legality
Certification
Avoidance of
IUCN Red
List of
Threatened
Species
Legality
Other:
Amazon
Biome
Avoidance

No cutoff
date

VF's Forest Derived Materials policy addresses materials found in our products
such as man made cellulosic materials as well as packaging, store fixture,
solid wood furniture hangers, shopping bags and paper. The policy addressed
four main strategies: supporting programs to conserve ancient and
endangered forests, prioritizing the use of certified sustainable sources,
encouraging responsible forest management practices for suppliers, and
reducing virgin material use and prioritizing recycled content materials. The
specific timebound goals address these strategies directly. 1. End of 2017,
office paper & commercial print, and corrugate in the US & EMEA are in
compliance with the FDM. 2. End of 2018, all shopping bags, hangtags,
shoeboxes, tissue paper & hangers worldwide are in compliance with the FDM
3. End of 2019, all office paper, commercial print and corrugate across AP &
CASA are in compliance with the FDM 4. End of 2020, all store fixtures & solid
wood furniture worldwide are in compliance with the FDM

No cutoff
date

VF's Animal Derived Materials policy focuses on animal welfare of all animals
as well as addresses leather sourced from the Amazon Biome.

Further Information

Page: F9. Standards and targets
F9.2
Does your organization enforce any procurement standards that impact your sourcing of forest risk commodities?

Forest risk
commodity

Timber

Cattle
Products

Procurement
standards in
place?

Yes

Yes

Monitor
compliance?

Impact
on
sourcing
activities

Yes

Factored
into
supplier
selection
process

Yes

Factored
into
supplier
selection
process

Please explain
All suppliers are required to meet our Forest Derived Materials policy which
have built in timebound supplier requirements. For all new suppliers, they are
required to meet compliance and this is built into their contract agreements. Our
sourcing team gathers supplier information annually through our Materials
Inventory Survey. This requires suppliers to disclose the wood based materials
sold to VF and their compliance with the policy. Responses deemed worthy of
further investigation require further documentation submissions and desk audits.
Additionally, VF’s indirect procurement team is engaging with the Sustainable
Purchasing Leadership Council to determine more opportunities where forest
risk commodities would be of concern.
All suppliers are required to meet our Animal Derived Materials policy which
have built in timebound supplier requirements. For all new suppliers, they are
required to meet compliance and this is built into their contract agreements. Our
sourcing team gathers supplier information annually through our Materials
Inventory Survey. This survey requires country of origin for all animal derived
materials including leather. Leather suppliers from Brazil are asked more
detailed information including proof that the land where animals were raised did
not contribute to new deforestation. Site visits are made where necessary.

F9.3
Are you involved in any multipartnership or stakeholder initiatives relating to the sustainability of these commodities? Please describe your role
Forest risk
commodity

Involved in
initiatives?

Initiatives

https://www.cdp.net/sites/2017/72/22872/Forests%202017/Pages/DisclosureView.aspx
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Timber

Cattle
Products

Yes

Yes

FSC
Sustainable
Packaging
Coalition
(SPC)
Sustainable
Purchasing
Leadership
Council
SPLC
Other:
Rainforest
Alliance,
Canopy,
Textile
Exchange

VF partners with several NGOs and external stakeholders. We have close dialogues with FSC
and SFI. We are also business partners with WWF, attending the Global Forest & Trade Network
event. We additionally actively engage with Canopy and other stakeholders in the CanopyStyle
initiative to gain full traceability for all viscose fibres and sustainably source wood for viscose &
rayon, and participate in panels encouraging others to join the CanopyStyle initiative. We are
also an active member of the Sustainable Purchasing Leadership Council (SPLC) which we just
joined this past year. We are in conversations with the Rainforest Alliance in joining their
smallholder initiatives taking place in the south eastern United States to encourage smallholder
land owners to participate in becoming FSC certified.

Leather
Working
Group
(LWG)
Sustainable
Apparel
Coalition
(SAC)

The Sustainable Apparel Coalition was founded by a group of sustainability leaders from global
apparel and footwear companies who recognize that addressing our industry’s current social and
environmental challenges are both a business imperative and an opportunity. The Coalition’s
vision is an apparel and footwear industry that produces no unnecessary environmental harm
and has a positive impact on the people and communities associated with its activities. Through
multistakeholder engagement, the Coalition seeks to lead the industry toward a shared vision of
sustainability built upon a common approach for measuring and evaluating apparel and footwear
product sustainability performance that will spotlight priorities for action and opportunities for
technological innovation. In 2012 the Sustainable Apparel Coalition (SAC) launched the Higg
Index on a global scale to create a common global framework for assessing product level
sustainability. VF attends every meeting and therefore influences the strategy of the Sustainable
Apparel Coalition. We are actively working with the SAC and the Higg Index as committee
members.

F9.4
Do you specify any third party certification schemes for your selected commodities? Please indicate the percentage of total production and/or
consumption currently certified

Forest Risk
Commodity

Timber

Specify
third party
certification
schemes?

FSC
PEFC
SFI

% of total
production/
consumption
certified

Certification
scheme
breakdown

Please explain

100%

FSC Forest
Management
certification
FSC Chain
of Custody
FSC
Controlled
Wood
FSC Group
certification
FSC SMLIF
(small or
lowintensity
managed
forest)
FSC
Recycled
PEFC
Sustainable
Forest
Management
certification
PEFC Chain
of Custody
PEFC
Project
Chain of
Custody
PEFC Group
certification
SFI Forest
Management
certification
SFI Chain of
Custody
SFI Fiber
Sourcing
certification

Nominated hangtags, shoeboxes, hangers, shopping bags, tissue paper, gift
boxes, corrugate, store fixtures and solid wood furniture can range from
100% recycled content to 100% certified content and any combination in
between. If these materials have certified content that is not FSC, additional
documentation will be needed to demonstrate that it is sourced from an entity
employing responsible forest management practices. For recycled paper,
provide “processed chlorine free (PCF)” products. For virgin paper, provide
“Totally Chlorine Free (TCF)” or “Elemental Chlorine Free (ECF)” VF outlines
that suppliers should have policies in place to eliminate the use of fabrics
and fibers from the world’s ancient and endangered forests by the end of
2017.

https://www.cdp.net/sites/2017/72/22872/Forests%202017/Pages/DisclosureView.aspx
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Forest Risk
Commodity

Specify
third party
certification
schemes?

Cattle
Products

FSC
PEFC
SFI

% of total
production/
consumption
certified

Certification
scheme
breakdown

100%

Not
applicable

Please explain
Our Animal Derived Materials Policy ensures leather does not come from
farms in the Amazon Biome, that have contributed to new Amazon
deforestation. This is not done through third party certification but done
internally, working directly with our leather suppliers.

F9.5
Do you have any quantified targets for third party certified materials in your direct operations and/or supply chains?

Forest risk
commodity

Timber

Quantified
targets for
third party
certification?

Certification
scheme
breakdown

FSC
PEFC
SFI

FSC Forest
Management
certification
FSC Chain
of Custody
FSC
Controlled
Wood
FSC Group
certification
FSC SMLIF
(small or
lowintensity
managed
forest)
FSC
Recycled
PEFC
Sustainable
Forest
Management
certification
PEFC Chain
of Custody
PEFC
Project
Chain of
Custody
PEFC Group
certification
SFI Forest
Management
certification
SFI Chain of
Custody
SFI Fiber
Sourcing
certification

Baseline
year

2016

Target
year

2020

Coverage

Direct
operations
and
supply
chain

% of
materials
third
party
certified
in target
year

100%

Please explain

We are working to reduce the impact of
materials that leave our stores. 100% of VF
brands’ shopping bags and wood hangers will
be either Forest Stewardship Council or
Sustainable Forestry Initiativecertified. In
addition, our paper bags must contain a
minimum of 30% recycled content. Reusable
bags are also popular among our brands.
Timberland® also features footwear boxes,
tissue and plastic hangers made from 100%
recycled materials.

F9.6
Do you have any quantified targets for sustainable production and/or procurement, other than third party certification?

Forest risk
commodity

Quantified
targets for
sustainable
production/
procurement?

Type of
target

Baseline
year

Target
year

Coverage

https://www.cdp.net/sites/2017/72/22872/Forests%202017/Pages/DisclosureView.aspx

% of
materials to
meet
requirements
in target year
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Timber

Cattle
Products

Cattle
Products

Yes

Sustainable
procurement

Yes

Sustainable
procurement

Yes

Traceability

2016

2016

2016

2020

Direct
operations
and
supply
chain

100%

2020

Direct
operations
and
supply
chain

100%

2020

Direct
operations
and
supply
chain

100%

Materials associated with timber must be
some combination of recycled and/or
certified materials reaching 100%. 2017
2018: All office paper, commercial print,
and corrugate in the US & EMEA are set
to reach full policy compliance. All
shopping bags, hangtags, shoe boxes,
tissue paper, and hangers worldwide are
set to reach full compliance. 20192020
All office paper, commercial print, and
corrugate across AP & CASA are set to
reach full compliance. All store fixtures
and solid wood furniture worldwide set to
reach full compliance.
Our Animal Derived Materials policy
ensures leather does not come from
farms in the Amazon Biome that have
contributed to new Amazon
deforestation. This is not done through
third party certification but done
internally, working directly with our
leather suppliers. Leather from the
Amazon Biome must be 100% traceable
to show the land where cattle were
raised did not contribute to new
deforestation. Additionally, any level of
LWG certification is acceptable with
higher levels encouraged.
Our Animal Derived Materials policy
ensures leather does not come from
farms in the Amazon Biome that have
contributed to new Amazon
deforestation. This is not done through
third party certification but done
internally, working directly with our
leather suppliers. Leather from the
Amazon Biome must be 100% traceable
to show the land where cattle were
raised did not contribute to new
deforestation.

Further Information

Page: F10. Engagement
F10.1
Have you identified sufficient sources of sustainable materials to meet your operational needs? Please explain what you are doing to ensure
security/continuity of supply

Forest risk
commodity

Timber

Current
demand

Yes

Future
demand

Yes

Actions to
ensure
security/
continuity
of supply
Supplier
improvement
plans to
increase
capacity of
supply
Engaging in
capacity
building
activities in
the value
chain

Please explain

VF actively engages with its suppliers to ensure a constant supply of sustainable
materials. As a part of the acknowledgement of VF’s FDM policy, suppliers are being
trained on transitioning to more sustainable supplies for now and into the future. Where
suppliers are not in compliance with our policies, timebound supplier improvement
plans are developed. Through its CanopyStyle initiative, the NGO Canopy, is working
directly with manmade cellulosic suppliers and producers to develop policies and
certification that ensures wood pulp is not sourced from ancient and endangered
forests.

https://www.cdp.net/sites/2017/72/22872/Forests%202017/Pages/DisclosureView.aspx
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Forest risk
commodity

Cattle
Products

Current
demand

Yes

Future
demand

Yes

Actions to
ensure
security/
continuity
of supply

Please explain

Supplier
improvement
plans to
increase
capacity of
supply
Engaging in
capacity
building
activities in
the value
chain

VF actively engages with its suppliers to ensure a constant supply of sustainable
materials. As a part of the acknowledgement of VF’s ADM policy, suppliers are being
trained on transitioning to more sustainable supplies for now and into the future. Where
suppliers are not in compliance with our policies, timebound supplier improvement
plans are developed.

F10.3
Are you working with your direct suppliers to support and improve their capacity to supply sustainable materials?
Forest risk
commodity

Working
with direct
suppliers?

Timber

Yes

Cattle
Products

Yes

Supplier
engagement
strategy
Data collection
in central
database
Encouraging
certification
Supplier
questionnaires
on
environmental
and social
indicators
Workshops
and training
Supplier
audits
Data collection
in central
database
Encouraging
certification
Supplier
questionnaires
on
environmental
and social
indicators
Workshops
and training
Supplier
audits

Please explain

VF is actively engaged with its suppliers to ensure a constant supply of sustainable materials.
As part of acknowledgement of VF’s FDM Policy, suppliers are being trained to transition to
more sustainable supplies for now and into the future. Where suppliers are not in compliance
with our policies, timebound supplier specific improvements plans are developed.

VF is actively engaged with its suppliers to ensure a constant supply of sustainable materials.
As part of acknowledgement of VF’s ADM Policy, suppliers are being trained to transition to
more sustainable supplies for now and into the future. Where suppliers are not in compliance
with our policies, timebound supplier specific improvements plans are developed.

F10.4
Are you working beyond the first tier of your supply chain to manage and mitigate risk?

Forest risk
commodity

Timber

Cattle
Products

Work
beyond
first
tier of
supply
chain?
Yes

Yes

Please explain

By requiring third party certifications we are working across our entire supply chain.
The nomination of leather requires engagement with second tier suppliers and potentially deeper into the supply
chain. In Brazil, We are working beyond the first tier of our supply chain to trace key materials in a product back to
the source. One of our pilot projects is focused on increasing visibility into our leather production, starting from our
firsttier supplier all the way to slaughterhouse and farm. Each supplier selected for this project has been asked to
complete a screening questionnaire. This screening request must be completed by suppliers at all levels in the
leather supply chain.

F10.5
Do you engage in activities that could either directly or indirectly influence the market for sustainable forest risk commodities?
Activity

Please explain
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Increasing
demand for
sustainable
materials
Increasing
awareness
of
sustainable
materials

We are increasing demand for sustainable materials by publishing policies that require more sustainable materials in our
supply chain. Our Forest Derived Materials policy requires third party certified materials and/or recycled materials, while our
Animal Derived Materials policy requires that leather does not come from farms in the Amazon Biome, that have contributed to
New Amazon Deforestation. This demand sends direct market signals that additional demand for these sustainable options be
made available in the marketplace. We are increasing the awareness of sustainable materials through direct marketing
campaigns to consumers, informing them about the benefits of sustainable materials. Additionally, as one of the largest
apparel companies in the world, we feel the responsibility to communicate our efforts by attending conferences and panels
such as GreenBiz, Sustainable Brands, and many more, communicating the business case for incorporating sustainable
materials into our products.

Further Information

Module: Challenges
Page: F11. Barriers and challenges
F11.1
Please describe any key barriers or challenges to achieving deforestation free direct operations and supply chains
N/A
F11.2
Please describe any measures that would improve your organization’s ability to manage deforestation risk
N/A
Further Information

Module: Sign Off
Page: F12. Sign off
F12.1
Please provide the following information for the person that has signed off (approved) your CDP forests response
Name
Letitia Webster

Job title
VP of Global Sustainability

Corresponding job category
Environment/Sustainability manager

Further Information

CDP: [W][,][AQ][Pu][E2]
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